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What is the UN Taskforce on NCDs?

- The **United Nations Interagency Task Force** on the prevention and control of NCDs coordinates the activities of relevant UN organizations and other inter-governmental organizations to support governments to meet high-level commitments to respond to NCD epidemics worldwide.

- The commitments made by Heads of State and Governments in the 2011 Political Declaration of NCDs,


Terms of Reference

- Enhance and coordinate systematic support to MS
- Facilitate systematic and timely exchange of information
- Facilitate info on available resources
- Strengthen advocacy
- Strengthen international cooperation
Expanding beyond NCDs

- Traditional NCDs included in discussions & collaboration.
- Additional thematic groups now being discussed including road safety.
- A number of UN agencies have expressed interested in collaborating – mostly through health divisions.
- Will not replace / duplicate work of UNRSC.
- Added value will be through interagency technical support to countries.
Shanghai conference

- https://youtu.be/T8qMwDxpwOs